
5 days, 4 nights at Grand Lido Negril, Jamaica.    
http://www.superclubs.com/brand_grandlido/resort_negril/ 
  
At Grand Lido Negril all meals, drinks, activities and 
entertainment are included and tipping is simply not permitted. 
Close your eyes and imagine perfection. Open them and you are 
here. Grand Lido Negril Resort & Spa have added a new dimension 
to the art of hospitality and it is picture perfect every step of the way.  
 
Grand Lido Negril, flagship of the SuperClubs fleet of Super-Inclusive 
resorts, commands an impressive stretch of Negril’s breathtaking 
miles of silver sand on Jamaica’s Southwest shore. The spirit of this 
world-acclaimed resort (AAA 4-Diamond Award, Conde Nast 
Travelers Readers Award for “Best Resort”, Caribbean and Latin 
America) begins with the lofty marble entrance hall and the gracious 
welcome of the friendly team members and continues to the luxurious 
suites on 22 acres of tropical gardens.  
  
Here, all desires are answered. The unbelievable beach invites lovers 
of water sports to windsurf, SCUBA dive, sail a sunfish, all a prelude 
to the ultimate dream-come-true. Earlier in the day, there are a 
myriad of new discoveries: the state-of-the-art fitness center, a spirit-
and-body soothing spa and the centuries old cotton tree in the 
gardens.  
 
Let the master chefs anticipate your appetite in one of our 6 classic 
restaurants offering French or Italian cuisine, continental menus, plus 
breakfast and luncheon buffets galore. Still eager? Why not try the 
24-hour In-Room Dining or the prize-winning concoctions of Grand 
Lido bartenders.  
 
After dark the rhythm quickens with romantic melodies at the piano 
bar and toe tapping tunes in the disco.  
 
As the hours fly by and the sun rises, breakfast of old favorites and a 
new bounty of fresh tropical fruits and Jamaican coffee are served. 
Start a new relaxing day at the beach or pay a visit to the nearby 
Negril Country Club.  
 


